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OUTDOOR

This Texas Hill Country weekend home—conceived by architect David Shiflet and
constructed by builder David Dalgleish—serves as a camp-style retreat. Its indooroutdoor living area by designer Blair Burton includes a wooden table and benches from
the Marburger Farm Antique Show, creating a perfect spot for a quick snack or casual
meal. Chandeliers are from Chateau Domingue; the sectional is from Anthony’s Patio.
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The rear loggia of this Dallas residence houses a
sofa and chairs by Murray’s Iron Works covered in
Perennials fabric as well as a wrought-iron lantern
designed by architect Robbie Fusch and fabricated by
Arte De Arquitectura De Mexico. Landscape architect
Harold Leidner hand-set the limestone flooring
with a cabochon tile inset and perimeter band.

TAKE IT OUTSIDE

Texas weather affords residents the opportunity to spend time outdoors nearly year-round, requiring
exterior living spaces well-equipped for living, dining and gathering. With so much pressure placed on
these alfresco areas, we asked a few local authorities on the subject how they create outdoor living
spaces that soar above the rest.
Blair Burton: We gave this Texas Hill Country
home’s indoor-outdoor space (above) a rustic,
not-too-perfect look. We found the table and chairs
separately while antiquing. Initials that matched the
husband’s name had been carved into the bench
years before, so it felt very fortuitous! The antique
chandeliers contributed to the rustic feel, while
the sectional adds comfort and durability. Situated
around the fireplace, this space provides a view of
the river below, accommodating the homeowners’
desire to live outside while at the river.
Laura Tyson: With outdoor space design, comfort
is priority. Because we’re in Texas, there should also
be shade. And if you can screen it, you’ve hit a home

run. I grew up with a screened porch, and there’s
nothing better. An outdoor living space shouldn’t just
be a pretty picture from your window; it should also
be a destination that pulls you outside. And once you
get there, you should have durable, comfortable
furniture that doesn’t require a lot of fuss to enjoy.
Russell Windham: My partner, William Curtis, and I
approach the site of each residence as the project
as a whole, meaning we design the garden and the
house simultaneously. The layout of the garden is
just as important as the layout of the house. The
walls of the building and rooms define the garden,
so the landscape is conceived before the house.
It is the only way to idealize both.
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